Recruit Release Notes  Changes Launching 2016-2-25

Waivers  see it on your QA site

Position

Title code and Hiring type used to display on the Position tab, which made it appear that they could be edited. Since they cannot be edited, they are no longer shown on the Position tab. Title code is editable in the Proposed appointments section.

Position duties

Waiver API documentation has also been updated to include more fields and descriptions. You can find our Waiver API documentation on our project site:  
http://sites.uci.edu/ucrecruit/technical-documentation/api-waiver-data/

Recruitments

When Applicant Pool or Shortlist reports were updated on live approval requests, the note added in the comments section was confusing. We’ve cleaned up the verbiage on the Approval screen so that it is now clear that a report has been updated.

We also added the Home Department and Crosslisted Departments to approval request emails. Now, approvers will not have to dig to find out which department has sent them an approval request.

Hello Mel Layos,

Your approval is required for:
Recruitment name: Alias Amet Et Recruitment (JPF00419)
Approval request for: Applicant Pool Report
Home department: Department of Officia Repellat
Crosslisted units: Academic Affairs, Bish Departmento, Ch
Your role: Committee Chair

To view, approve or comment on this request, please visit:  https://recruit.ap.upc.edu:31002/analyst/approvals/602
We also made **error messages more verbose**, which should help users correct their mistakes more easily. User will be able to see all of their mistakes in one error message, instead of only seeing one error at a time.

**Bugs ‘n Things**
- Updated online help documentation
- Upgraded backend libraries